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Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of this Committee.
Congress should not give the IRS additional power over tax preparers by forcing them to get an IRS
license before they can assist taxpayers with their tax returns.
Tax preparers are already regulated by numerous federal statutory requirements imposing both civil and
criminal penalties for everything from failing to keep a list of the returns they’ve prepared for the past
three years to actual tax fraud.1 Tax preparers are also required to register with the IRS to obtain an
individualized number known as a PTIN that they must include on every return they prepare so that the
IRS can track and analyze their returns.2 These tools already provide the IRS with what it needs to
identify, track, and penalize the few bad apples without unnecessarily burdening the vast majority of lawabiding preparers.3
I have three main critiques of preparer licensing as bad public policy, followed by a few recommended
solutions that are superior to licensing.
First, preparer licensing is protectionist and anti-competitive.
In the 1950s, only one in 20 U.S. workers needed the government’s permission to pursue their chosen
occupation; today that figure stands at almost one in three.4 But rather than protecting consumers,
licensing regulations can protect large incumbents and industry insiders from competition by erecting
costly barriers to entry.5 Indeed, several financial analysts have concluded that the largest firms, such as
H&R Block, stand to benefit the most from licensing tax-return preparers.6
Unsurprisingly, the now-invalidated IRS licensing regulations were a product of lobbying by powerful
special interests.7 As The Wall Street Journal noted: “Cheering the new regulations are big tax preparers
like H&R Block, who are only too happy to see the feds swoop in to put their mom-and-pop seasonal
competitors out of business.”8 H&R Block, Jackson-Hewitt, Intuit (the makers of TurboTax), and the
National Association of Enrolled Agents all actively supported licensing,9 while other industry insiders,
such as the American Institute of CPAs, obtained special exemptions for their members.10 Former H&R
Block CEO Mark Ernst even oversaw the drafting of the regulations while he was deputy commissioner at
the IRS.11 Of course, mom-and-pop preparers generally don’t have the resources to send lobbyists to
Washington, DC to represent their interests.
At the same time, licensing burdens usually fall hardest on the little guys, who don’t have the same
financial resources and can’t benefit from economies of scale. The Economist explained that the IRS
licensing regulations “threaten to crush . . . small, local” tax preparers and are “likely to push mom and
pop into another line of work.”12 Indeed, the IRS’s own estimates indicate that compliance with their
licensing regulations would have cost about 6-7 million man hours annually, plus hundreds of millions of
dollars in out-of-pocket expenses.13 That was expected to push out tens of thousands of independent
preparers, possibly 10-20% of all preparers.14 Most of those who would have been put out of business
were seasonal mom-and-pop preparers like my client, 81-year-old Elmer Kilian, of Eagle, Wisconsin,
who hangs a shingle outside his house every tax season and has been preparing tax returns for his
neighbors for over thirty years on his dining room table.15
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In fact, IRS data released last summer shows a dramatic drop in the number of tax preparers in recent
years—a sudden loss of more than 200,000 preparers from 2010 to 2012—following the recent
imposition of a series of burdensome IRS regulations on preparers (the e-file mandate and the Return
Preparer Initiative, which included both the PTIN registration requirement and RTRP licensing).16
These recent IRS figures indicate that small preparers are being driven out of the market at a much higher
rate than other preparers:


Preparers who prepared between one and twenty returns decreased from 66% of all preparers in
2004, to 58% of all preparers in 2010, to just 46% of all preparers in 2012.17



Meanwhile, preparers who prepared over 100 returns increased from 17% of all preparers in
2004, to 22% of all preparers in 2010, to 30% of all preparers in 2012.18



There has been a sharp uptick in the average number of returns prepared per preparer, even
though the total number of returns prepared has remained relatively constant.19

This data indicates substantial industry consolidation as small preparers are squeezed out of the market by
the cost of compliance with burdensome regulations. Licensing will only further exacerbate this problem.
Second, consumers would be harmed by preparer licensing, which raises prices and reduces
choices.
Licensing reduces competition in the tax preparation market, which is bad for consumers. Between
reduced competition and increased regulatory compliance costs, licensing is expected to artificially drive
up the prices consumers pay for tax preparation.20
Licensing also reduces consumer choices and interferes with consumer autonomy over personal finances.
Many taxpayers will not only be left with fewer options, but will be deprived of their first preference and
forced to pick a new preparer if licensing forces their current preparer out of business. Instead,
taxpayers—not the IRS—should be the ones who get to decide who prepares their taxes.
Licensing may also result in other unintended consequences that harm consumers. Higher prices and
fewer choices may push unqualified taxpayers to prepare their own returns, potentially increasing error
rates.21 It will also likely boost the number of unregistered, black-market “ghost” preparers who do not
sign the returns they prepare and are thus very difficult for the IRS to monitor, much less regulate.22
Third, preparer licensing offers a false promise and fails to deliver.
As an initial matter, licensing regulations cannot do much about fraud prevention that isn’t already
achieved by the PTIN registration combined with existing criminal penalties. Dishonest preparers can
take exams and sit through continuing education courses just as well as honest preparers.
Moreover, licensing and IRS-mandated training are largely ineffective. For example, IRS trained-andcertified preparers in the VITA volunteer program were found by the Treasury Inspector General for Tax
Administration (TIGTA) to have a 61% error rate in 2011.23 Similarly high error rates have been found
over the years in TIGTA studies of IRS employees answering just a single tax question.24 Likewise, in
California, one of just four states that licenses tax preparers, an IRS study found that California preparers
had the third highest error rates in the country for two years in a row despite the state’s longstanding
licensing program.25
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That’s because the real problem is not competency, but tax code complexity.26 The sheer complexity of
the federal tax code makes it notoriously difficult to prepare tax returns without any errors. As of 2013,
the size of the federal tax code has grown to nearly 74,000 printed pages.27 There are a large number of
variables that must be considered in preparing even a “simple” 1040EZ tax return.28 Even highly
competent individuals make errors in interpreting the tax code, or hire a preparer to avoid making the
mistakes themselves. Secretary of Treasury Tim Geithner famously made numerous errors in preparing
his own tax returns.29 Former IRS Commissioner Douglas Shulman admitted that he does not prepare his
own taxes, stating: “I find the tax code complex so I use a preparer.”30 Federal courts also rule with some
frequency that the IRS itself has incorrectly interpreted tax law.31
In other words, as the National Taxpayer Advocate conceded in an article last May, the complexity of our
current tax system “almost guarantee[s] that every return has an error in it—some inadvertent, some
intentional.”32 Thus, licensing will not prevent tax preparers from making errors; it will simply limit who
is licensed to make those errors.
It is therefore inappropriate to justify the licensing of paid preparers by simply citing error rates on tax
returns prepared by paid preparers without any frame of reference. The IRS has previously relied on two
“shopping visit” studies done by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) and TIGTA which
purport to show a high error rate on returns by paid tax preparers.33 But both studies contain disclaimers
that the small and non-representative sample of preparers studied—just 19 and 28 preparers,
respectively—prevents drawing any generalized conclusions.34 These limited studies also failed to
include a control sample of tax returns prepared by attorneys, CPAs, or enrolled agents (who were
exempted from the IRS licensing regulations).35 In addition, the GAO study only visited the offices of
major tax preparation chains, not independent preparers.36
The “handful of mystery shopper tests” cited by the National Consumer Law Center (NCLC) suffer from
many of the same flaws – they are all very small (involving fewer than 20 preparers, and sometimes 10 or
fewer), non-representative, and non-randomized.37 They were also conducted by acknowledged
“advocacy groups,” not neutral parties or social scientists, and the NCLC seems to have particular
antipathy for what they call “fringe preparers,” which they describe as including “businesses that are
historically associated with the exploitation of consumers” and “business[es] that specialize[] in goods
and services other than tax preparation.”38 This appears to be in some tension with the (very limited)
findings of the GAO study about error rates at chain preparers.39 Moreover, given the seasonal nature of
tax preparation, it is understandable why someone who operates a tax preparation business might want to
diversify their business; no sinister motives are necessary. Also, as with the GAO and TIGTA studies,
there is no control group studied to provide context for the results.
Finally, licensing should be rejected because better solutions for these problems already exist:
1. Voluntary certification is far superior to mandatory licensing. It allows both consumers and
preparers to decide if they value certification and permits them to opt in or opt out.
2. The best way to reduce errors is to reduce complexity – simplify the tax code to reduce error
rates.
3. The IRS already has the legal and technical tools it needs to identify, track, and penalize the few
bad apples. Enforcement of these existing laws is far preferable because, unlike licensing, it does
not impose substantial costs on the vast majority of law-abiding tax preparers.
Thank you.
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